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Noosa Men’s Shed Newsletter
October 2018
Web: noosa-mens-shed.org.au
Member of:

Australian Men’s Shed Association and Queensland Men’s Shed Association

October went quickly.
Over the past month at the Shed, we saw:
Great Bunnings BBQ
result.

Facebook: NoosaMensShed

Prize from Cooroora
Woodworkers Club.

Restorative Care talk by Rob Cross.
Golf trophies & easel for Tewantin Noosa Parkinson’s
Support Group.
A new sign-in cabinet
and location.

Sewing machine for
Leatherwork Shop.

New SS bench in the
Metalwork Shed.

Shed Trailer—new toolbox &
repositioned spare wheel.

Rogues’ Gallery replaced by smart TV monitor.

Another busy month despite the heavy rain and later hot
and humid days. It certainly was great for our goodlooking gardens & lawn. It is difficult to believe all the
magnificent changes to the site first occupied just four
years ago in September 2014. So much effort has been
put in by some very keen and talented shedders. Thank
you all.
The AGM is now confirmed for Wednesday, 14 November
at 2pm. Nominations for executive & committee close
on 8 November. Please do think seriously about
nominating for a spot. New members with a fresh
approach are always useful so please ask secretary
Stewart for a nomination form.

The monthly Bunnings BBQ turned on a spectacular
result of $1,200 for the Shed, thanks to the public holiday
and our great volunteers who worked on it for us.
We now have a well-designed Noosa Shed calendar for
2019 on sale thanks to Philip Morgan. See page 5 in this
newsletter for details.
The new sign-in cabinet with the name-tags is now
located on the wall outside the Gordon Craig Annex.
Thanks to everyone involved in this project.
On page 9 of this newsletter is the President’s Report
for the AGM. It is included for those readers who are

President:

Paul Asbury

VP

Ian Broadfoot

Secretary:

Stewart Neuss

Treasurer:

Steve Phillips

Committee
Membership:

Peter Magarry

Long Shed:

Des Valentine

Woodwork:

Tony Sievers/David
Heckendorf

Metalwork:

John Berghauser

Arts & Music:

Philip Morgan

Hobbies &
Asst Treasurer

Laurie Kelly

Position Vacant.
Looking for a new editor for this
newsletter. I use Microsoft
Publisher and am happy to assist
my replacement.
Interested? See Paul Asbury at
the Shed.
Volunteers still being accepted
for two fun events:
Noosa Triathlon 2 - 4 Nov.
Noosa Hill Climb 10 -11 Nov.
Please talk to Jerome about it.

unable to attend the AGM and to
record what a good year we have
had. May there be many more.

Shingles
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Have you had a
vaccination against
shingles? If not, talk to
your doctor.
(The vaccination is free
for those ‘aged 70 –79’).

Thurs, 1 Nov Unitywater visit to
Shed by CEO George
9:30 –10:30am Theo, Kate Cash + 2.

Fri, 2 Nov

Shed Shirts

Sat, 3 Nov

Noosa Men’s Shed shirts
can be ordered by
visiting The Branding
Office , 1/41 Rene
Street, Noosaville.
(Next to the Vet Clinic).

Sun, 4 Nov

Noosa Triathlon 2018 Volunteers co-ord by
Jerome Stewart

Mon, 5 Nov

Sausage Sizzle at
Bunnings Noosa

Co-ord by
Tom Gittings

Tues, 6 Nov

Melbourne Cup
function.

David & Des

Noon

Wed, 14 Nov

AGM.

Co-ord by
Stewart Neuss

2:00pm

Golf trophies made by Rod
Pettigrew.

Sat & Sun,
10 & 11 Nov

Noosa Hill Climb

Wed, 12 Dec

Shed Christmas Party Put the date into your
diary.

Details TBA

Volunteers co-ord by
Jerome Stewart

Hats: Please

remember to wear a hat
when outside in the sun.

Morning tea for Paul Schauble,
James Rodgers and Geoff Foster
- 18 October.

The choices are yours to make at the Noosa Men’s Shed:
Woodwork, Metalwork, Building, Art, Electronics & Computers, Leatherwork, Gardening,
Bee-keeping, Inventors & Innovators, Fishing, Band, Walking, Sailing, Aquaponics,
Lapidary & Fossicking, + Kitchen Humour.

Shed Opening Hours
Monday

12:30 - 3:30

2:00 - 4:00
Tuesday

Wednesday

08:00 - 12:00

08:00 - 12:00

08:00 - 12:00

Woodwork *

*

No attendance outside normal hours unless:
•

For a good reason,

All Activities

•

Family know where you are,

•

You have a mobile phone, and.

•

No powered tools to be operated unless

Woodwork *
All Activities
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Please remember the Shed safety policy on
“out-of-hours attendance”.

Cards/Games

in the company of another worker, (one of
whom must be a Shed leader).
•

Insurance Policy: one solo member in
Shed only for admin/cleaning duties .

Thursday

Saturday

“Out - of - hours” Attendance

1:30 - 3:30

Shed Band

08:00—10:00

Gardening &
Coffee

Lots of elbow room on these two days.

We take your safety seriously, you should too!

Frail members should never be in the Shed
alone for any reason.

Christmas Party 2018
Will be on Wednesday,
12 December . More
details later.
Lead-lighting—Leader?
We have a lead-lighting kit and
three members interested in
learning more. Does anyone in
the Shed know enough about it to
teach the others?

David, Tom & Kevin serving
customers at the Bunnings Noosaville
BBQ on a busy Queen’s Birthday
public holiday - Monday, 1 October.

Safety. All the Shed ‘s new equipment also requires members to be versed in its operation. Please ensure that you
have been through the induction process for the equipment as needed. If you have the slightest doubt about your
accreditation to use the tool, please ask your Shed leader.
REMEMBER YOUR SAFETY IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AND OUR CONCERN..

Sign-in cabinet.
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John Gygar receiving a pizza peel
made in the Metalwork Shed by
Conrad Becker. 4 October.

The Walking Group is seeking more walkers to join them leaving the Shed at 8 am on Tuesdays.
Bring a hat, water bottle & remember the sunscreen & some jokes.

The repositioned spare wheel to
permit the trailer front gate to
open up for longer loads. Thanks
to Frank Olmos. 20 October

The Mary Kathleen Museum in
Cloncurry advises the mystery
machine is a Blake's Leather
Sewing Machine which was used
in the town saddlery for sewing
saddles.
Our Leatherwork Shop should have
known the answer !

Useful Information:
Below is a link to a Queensland Government page as a “One-Stop Shop”
for seniors. It is worth bookmarking it into your Favourites.

https://www.qld.gov.au/seniors
If you think there is some really useful information out there that may be of
interest to our members through the newsletter, could you please send the URL
link details to Peter Magarry at pmaga@ozemail.com.au who will coordinate the
column content for the newsletter.
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Stefan Prystupa, Tom Gittings & Joe Cirillo engrossed in the
task to cut down some water container pallets to hold more
fish for the aquaponics vegetable garden. 11 October.

NMS Calendars - 2019
Thanks to Philip Morgan,
our Shed will have its own
2019 calendar featuring
our own photographs.
Cost will be $6 each and it
will make an ideal gift to
family etc as well as for use
at home.
See an example from
Philip in the Studio so he
can include an order
from you.
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Central Australia Camping Trip – Part 2. (by Ian Broadfoot)
The trip to Lyndhurst was uneventful. South of Innamincka we passed the Geodynamics ’hot rocks to
energy project’ that struggled for quite a few years to achieve commercial success. It closed in 2016.
The concept of pumping water 5,000 metres into the earth’s hot rock zone and have super-heated
steam return to produce electricity appeared technically sound but proved uneconomic. Lack of
power consumers and a distribution network made the location at Innamincka a curious choice in any
event.
Road conditions south were variable, sometimes corrugated with large stones which give rise to
concern. There were very few bull dust holes but plenty of grids and dips. It paid to drive carefully.
Keeping the speed down to 80 k worked for us. It seems a misnomer to still describe this route as a
‘track’ since, for fifty years, road trains have hauled gas field equipment up from Port Augusta to
Moomba on a regular basis. Notwithstanding, immediately south of Moomba the gravel road does
cease and become a formed earth road for quite a distance. In the dry, these formed earth sections
can be quite smooth.

Roadside vegetation included stunted trees and native grasses to extensive areas of saltbush and
herbage. Small purple gibber plains together with red sand hills varied the colour and texture of the
landscape.
Cattle were frequently seen within the vicinity of permanent watering points and all appeared in good
condition. Stocking rates are extremely low in this desert country and properties are very large.
The phone service is almost non- existent unless you carry a satellite phone. An exception on the
Strzelecki is adjacent the Moomba gas field owned by Santos. The Moomba development dates from
the mid 60’s when the South Australian and Northern Territory Oil Search Company discovered its
first commercial gas, at considerable depth below sandstone and piped it south to Adelaide. Santos
has gone on to become a major player in the Australian gas industry. Telstra services Moomba field
where there are hundreds of fly in and out workers living in quarters so our mobile phone beeped
showing it had a connection. The news from home wasn’t great. A good friend from Toowoomba was
in hospital for open heart surgery. Thankfully everything turned out ok.

The other communication we have with us is the vehicle CB radio. It has little range beyond line of
sight but in parts of Australia’s outback it is possible to access repeaters to pass on messages in an
emergency. It is surprising that even in very remote places, it is possible to scan frequencies and hear
station workers on channel. Some stations, especially on the Birdsville Track, advertise their working
channel on roadside signs. They do not want you dropping in for a social visit or asking for fuel, but
will respond to genuine emergencies as they monitor their working channel throughout the day.
In the early years, settlers pushed further north in South Australia than was prudent given the land
use strategies available. Today, there are almost no visible ruins on this track to indicate where
pioneer’s hearts were broken. This is not the case on the Oodnadatta Track where the overland
telegraph and the original Ghan railway to Alice Springs played a part in encouraging a degree of
unsustainable northern settlement and ruins abound.

Perhaps the most interesting natural landmark along the Strzelecki is the Montecollina water bore
where a capped artesian bore is permitted to flow into an earth catchment. Some visitors swim in the
warm water and can catch
yabbies, if they come prepared.
Surrounding the water hole are
small sand hills created by the
limited vegetation capturing
drifting sands. It rains very little
here and ten years back when
we camped overnight at the
bore, the year’s rain fell. Conditions for vehicles were so difficult we were in low range 4WD for six
hours and we were forced to use all of our emergency fuel supplies.
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This trip we arrived late afternoon at Lyndhurst where there is not much apart from a pub with
camping space in the graveled back yard. Next day, after changing a leaking tyre on the camper we
turned north west for Maree, the home town of Tom Kruse, the legendary but now deceased
mailman of the Birdsville track and, thankfully, an active flying doctor clinic. The nurse at the clinic
told us she had worked at the same outpost for 36 years and still loved its people and remoteness.
Maree is the jumping off point for travelers wanting to visit William’s Creek, Lake Eyre and
Oodnadatta. Its only 204 km to William’s Creek, our next stop. Road conditions were rough but
would be ok for a Holden or Falcon. There is a lot to see on the way.
First stop is to look around the abandoned town of Farina. From 1882 to 1884 it was the end of the
line for the Ghan railway from Adelaide and it thrived even though attempts to grow wheat failed
dismally. As the Ghan line advanced to Maree then Alice Springs, Farina slowly lost relevance but
was not abandoned completely for 100 years. At its peak, it had a population of 300. Shearers in the
early 1900’s arrived in Farina by train, collected their bicycles from the goods shed and rode to the
stations for the shearing. It is hard to imagine but these sheds included Cordillo Downs 600 about
km away as the crow flies! A local told us that bicycles doubled the earnings of shearers as they
covered the ground between sheds quickly. An obvious question is why not use horses? I can only
speculate that bicycles didn’t need feed or water. A town relic, in usable condition, is a partially
underground bakery that is still activated occasionally for demonstration purposes.
Another ruined settlement is found further up the track at Strangeways Springs. It was a significant
part of the overland telegraph system. Prior to 1874, one-way communications with Britain took six
weeks via ship. A telegraph cable reached Darwin, via Asia, in 1872 and it took just two years to
extend the line to Adelaide via Alice Springs. Fourteen transmission repeater stations were built
along the line. These stations housed substantial populations of linesmen, operators and families.
As Morse code signals reached a station they were manually retransmitted to the next station in the
chain and so on. This process continued until 1934 when two new undersea cables reached
Australia via the Pacific and Indian Oceans. After that date, cross arms and new copper wires were
strung to the existing poles and enabled trunk telephone calls to and from Darwin. Lives were lost to
harsh conditions and sometimes hostilities with locals. A linesman relative of mine, working on a
similar line across Qld’s gulf country, died from malaria while marooned during Kennedy River floods.

Part way up the track, views of Lake Eyre South are seen. Driving onto the lake’s salt pan is not
encouraged as conditions under the salt can be dangerously boggy. Vegetation in these areas is
sparser than in any other location on the trip. It is still cattle country.
Some interesting natural features are the mound springs seen along the route. Mound springs are
where artesian water bubbles to the
surface through fissures in
underlying sandstone. Over time,
dust and sand collect on the moist
area and vegetation becomes
established. Over hundreds of years
the collecting sands lift the
waterholes substantially above the
surrounding land. Some mounds we
visited had strong water flows and
were raised 20 metres above the
plain. Early explorers quickly found
that the springs allowed the
indigenous inhabitants to travel long
distances across seemingly dry terrain. The pastoralists that followed severely damaged many
mounds by stock watering.
We arrived at William Creek late afternoon and sought out a charter pilot to take us over Lake Eyre
North and the Painted Hills. After an early morning takeoff, we flew a circuit over the lake to where
we could see the Warburton channel, the central spine that delivers channel country and northern
Australian waters into the lake. The last water inflow was in March this year. It reached the bottom of
the top lake but was now evaporated. Unless the top lake fills, a rare event, no water can enter
South Lake Eyre. Our flight took us within sight of the place where Donald Campbell’s Bluebird set
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the world land speed record during our youth. Salt deposits in this part of the lake are over 300mm
deep. Businesses have discussed mining the salt but the whole area is now a protected wilderness.

What does Lake Eyre North look like? It looks just like a body of creamy water.
Our pilot then reset his
course to the beautiful
Painted Hills. These are
sandstone hills severely
weathered by time. There is
a certain amount of
ironstone in the sandstone
which, as it weathers,
produces vivid colours in the
red, orange and yellow
ranges. Most of the 2 hour
flight is conducted within the
boundaries of Anna Creek
station, the world’s biggest
cattle station. It covers
almost 24,000 square
kilometers. The pilot
sometimes uses the Cessna
to muster for the station. He said helicopters are too slow for such a huge task. Vegetation is pretty
thin and we learn that station stocking numbers vary from 6,000 to 20,000 head depending on the
seasons. Seventy percent of what the stock sometimes eat is saltbush. The property runs as an
organic certified station. Quality of cattle is excellent.
The pilot said that Anna Creek station is run by just seven permanent employees, two of whom work
continually on the internal road system and water point checking. There is said to be more road to
maintain on Anna Creek than in most regional council areas. The station is Australian owned and
operated by the William’s Cattle Company. The homestead appears from the air to be unpretentious,
nothing like homesteads on Victoria River Downs and other great stations.
With our flight over, we continued in the direction of Oodnadatta.
The final Part 3 to be continued in the next newsletter.
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President’s Report to the NMS AGM – 14 Nov 2018
Passing Parade. In this past year, three of our valued shedders have died. We lost and fondly
remember:
Gordon Craig, Keith Egan and Bill Lodge.
Physical Improvements. The year has again been a busy one – for example we have added:
Trailer Shelter.

Beekeepers’ Shed.

Retaining walls & slab behind
Metalwork Shed.

Garden allotments.

Bush Shed filled with orchids.

Improved gardens & landscaping.

Gordon Craig Annex.

Large TV & Sound Bar – Long
Shed.

Native Bee Capability.

Open work area – Woodwork.

Pizza Oven.

New & replacement machine
tools & equipment.

Extensions to the Cobbers’
Shed.

Aquaponic garden.

Jim’s Paint Shed.

Ride-on Mower.

Vehicle Service Pad.

Gas Cooktop & Rangehood.

Shed Band.

Lapidary & Fossicking Group.

Shed Calendar 2019.

Shedders and Community. The Shed has always been about much more than infrastructure and
equipment – since late 2014 it has been about the shedders’ happiness, health, well-being, safety and
welfare. Once again, we have achieved that thanks to everyone pitching in for the common good as
best we can. Our Shed is a place where shedders want to come, to enjoy the company of others and to
do things as well. In the process we have a well-structured and capable Shed of which we are proud to
show our visitors.
I am reluctant to name individuals because there are too many to thank, but I include the fund-raisers,
the volunteers, the builders, the grant writers, the talented shedders, the workers, the health & welfare
groups, the social coffee-drinkers, the cooks & bottle washers, the social organisers, leaders and last but
not least the hard-working executive and management committee.
All of us should acknowledge the great support that our Shed receives from the local business
community, landlord Unitywater, and the general public. Without that support, the NMS would be a poor
shadow of what it is today.
Where to next year and beyond? I see our NMS continuing to develop in-line with whatever the
shedder majority want within the restrictions of the site. We have made substantial improvements in the
social activities this year – almost to the limit of the Long Shed team. Maybe we could consider the
occasional function outside the Shed at a hotel etc to offset the workload on a few? We also must
continue to foster and encourage more leaders everywhere. We need you.
In a few years, our membership numbers may reach beyond our capacity to manage. We might have to
consider sponsoring a new shed elsewhere in our region for a year or so to take on some potential
shedders. Before this however, we need to make better use of the low attendance days of Monday PM
and Wednesday AM.
Conclusion. To many, it is difficult to believe the NMS is only four years old. I have no doubt we have
one of the happiest and best Men’s Shed in Australia. We certainly have the best website!
Due to my recent heart-health problem, I have not re-nominated for 2018-2019, but I will continue to be
an active member because I enjoy it here with you all. Thanks for the privilege.

Paul Asbury

Nikki Creber
from the
Tewantin
Noosa
Parkinson’s
Support
Group being
presented by
VP Ian
Broadfoot
with a
painting
easel made
by Michael
Richardson.
25 October.
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One of the Hippeastrum plants flowering
in the garden. 25 October.

Please support these Major Sponsors & Supporters who have helped us generously over the past
four years:

Tewantin Community Bank branch
of Bendigo Bank

5440 5289

PETER PATTERSON

BOBCAT

0418 710 986

Leo Alley Rd, Noosaville

A.S. HUNT ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICIAN

0411 560 361

Sunrise Beach

HOLCIM CONCRETE

CONCRETE READY-MIX

13 1188

91 Eumundi Rd, N/Ville

NOOSA ENG & CRANE HIRE

CRANE HIRE & STEEL FAB

5449 7477

Leo Alley Rd, Noosaville

CETNAJ Noosa

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

5345 7201

Action St, Noosaville

JOHN PRITCHARD PLUMBER

PLUMBER

0422 099 697

Griffith Ave, Tewantin

TOD CONSULTING

ENGINEERING DESIGN

5449 9600

Mary St, Noosaville

BUNNINGS

HARDWARE & TIMBER

5430 5400

Eumundi Rd, Noosaville

THE STAIR COMPANY

STAIRS & TMBERS

5445 2189

PAINT PLACE NOOSA

PAINT

REECE PLUMBING

PLUMBING SUPPLIES

5449 9855

Selkirk Dve, Noosaville

KJ BOLT TRADE FASTENERS

NUTS & BOLTS

5474 2744

Rene St, Noosaville

PHOENIX REINFORCING

SLAB MESH

5473 0228

2/10 Action St, N/Ville

BOB JANE T-MARTS

TYRES & BATTERIES

5474 0855

118 Eumundi Rd, N/Ville.

NIGEL’S DISCOUNT TIMBER

TIMBER

5449 9944

Rene St, Noosaville

MADILL’S MOTOR GROUP

CAR SALES

5470 0700

Lionel Donovan Dve, N/Ville

BENDIGO BANK

Editor: Paul Asbury - 30 October 2018

John Hague
0439 796 053

5449 9964

1/ 34 Page St, Kunda Park
14 Eenie Creek Rd, N/Ville

